
Starships D6 / Pre-Old Republic Spacka Class Cruiser
Name:

Spacka Cruiser

Type: Pre-Old Republic Spacka Class

Cruiser

Scale: Capital

Length: 450 Meters

Skill: Capital Ship Piloting: Spacka Cruiser

Crew: 1,325; Skeleton Crew: 320/+10

Crew Skill: Astrogation 4D+1, Capital Ship

Piloting 5D+2, Capital Ship Shields 4D+1,

Capital Ship Gunnery 5D+2, Sensors 5D

Passengers: 550 (Troops)

Cargo Capacity: 2,500 Tonnes (Refitted

versions have 2000 Tonnes)

Consumables: 1 Year

Cost: 1.2 million (used)

Hyperdrive Multiplier: N/A (Some refitted models have x6)

Hyperdrive Backup: N/A

Nav Computer: No (Yes if equipped with a hyperdrive)

Maneuverability: /

Space: 3

Atmosphere: 250; 750kmh

Hull: 6D

Shields: /

Sensors:

         Passive: 25/0D

         Scan: 55/1D+2

         Search: 80/3D

         Focus: 2/4D+1

Weapons:

         6 Heavy Particle Cannons

                 Scale: Capital

                 Fire Arc: Front

                 Fire Control: 1D

                 Space: 1-3/5/15

                 Atmosphere: 2-6/10/30 Km

                 Damage: 5D

Description: The Spacka Class Cruiser predates the Old Republic, these vessels were one of the first



mass produced planetary defence vessels ever built. Being produced and distributed inside massive

cargo container vessels, the Spacka's themselves were not seen as economically needing a hyperdrive

since they simply patrolled and defended a single star system. Later refits to the design added a

hyperdrive at the expence of some of the abundant cargo space, also later on standard laser cannon

turrets were added to the vessel to round out its weapon load. The original design is armed only with 6

Heavy Particle Cannons, these were far more powerful than the lasers of its day, but are short ranged

weapons, and the front mounting leaves the Spacka vulnerable to its sides and rear. Spacka's are

extremely rare due to their age, but some very few examples of this once groundbreaking design remain

in service having been sold off to low technology and frontier worlds, where they are incapable of dealing

with modern warships, and are outclassed by Old Republic and Clone War era vessels. 
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